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Abstract. In this paper, we explain how Galois connection and related
operators between sets of users and items naturally arise in user-item
data for forming neighbourhoods of a target user or item for Collaborative Filtering. We compare the properties of these operators and their applicability in simple collaborative user-to-user and item-to-item setting.
Moreover, we propose a new neighbourhood-forming operator based on
pair-wise similarity ranking of users, which takes intermediate place between the studied closure operators and its relaxations in terms of neighbourhood size and demonstrates comparatively good Precision-Recall
trade-off. In addition, we compare the studied neighbourhood-forming
operators in the collaborative filtering setting against simple but strong
benchmark, the SlopeOne algorithm, over bimodal cross-validation on
MovieLens dataset.
Keywords: Collaborative Filtering · Galois Connection · Recommender
Systems · Neighbourhood-forming operators
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Introduction

Galois connections of different types as well as closure and kernel operators
play important role not only in mathematics [14] but also in analysis of relational data, for example, object-attribute tables also known as transactional
databases [13,40,39], information systems [16,38], formal contexts [18,33], useritem rating matrices [9,28], etc.
Thus, it has been shown that Boolean matrix factorisation performed by
means of Galois operators on user-item binary matrix (obtained from user-item
rating matrix under proper scaling) is not worse than ordinary SVD to capture similarity between users and items in terms of MAE, Precision and Recall
[28]. The so called concept lattice, an ordered hierarchy of maximal submatrices (users, items) generated by Galois operators, has been proposed as a global
search space for nearest neighbours of users and items [9]; however, such a lattice might be huge even for sparse input rating matrices and its generating is
costly in terms of time and storage memory. An interesting attempt to scale this
approach and form only necessary relevant neighbourhoods of users and items
via Galois operators has been done in [5].

However, a systematic study of those useful connections and operators as
well as their variants suitable for Collaborative filtering has not been performed
yet. In this study, we introduce and discuss Galois operators for collaborative
filtering setting to form neighbourhoods of users and items (as well as their sets
in group recommendation scenario) and sets of prospective relevant items to
rank by means of ordinary user-based (or item-based) approaches.
The remainder of the paper consists of five sections. In Section 2, we recall several definitions of Galois or derivation operators from Formal Concept
Analysis and the associated closure operators. In Section 3, we explain how the
existing operators can be used to form neighbourhoods of users (items) for a
target user (item) as well as sets of prospective relevant items to recommend.
Section 6 presents several simple experiments with user-based and item-based
approaches where the formed neighbourhoods and sets of items used as parameters. Section 7 discusses related work and Section 8 concludes the paper.
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Galois connections and related operators

First, we give the definition of Galois connection.
Let ϕ : P → Q and ψ : Q → P
be maps between two ordered sets (P, ≤) and (Q, ≤). The pair of such maps
is called a Galois connection between the ordered sets if:
a. p1 ≤ p2 ⇒ ϕp1 ≥ ϕp2 ;
b. q1 ≤ q2 ⇒ ϕq1 ≥ ϕq2 ;
c. p ≤ ψϕp and q ≤ ϕψq.
The operators ϕ and ψ are called Galois operators.
Let us define concrete version of Galois operators as it is done in Formal
Concept Analysis (FCA) [18] over relational object-attribute tables but in collaborative filtering setting. Here, the role of objects is played by users and the
role of attributes by items.
Let us consider a triple (U, I, R) called formal context in FCA, where U is a
set of users, I is a set of items, and R ⊆ U × I. A pair (u, i) ∈ R iff user u ∈ U
rated (liked or browsed) item i ∈ I.
In this case, for a subset of users X ⊆ U and a subset of items Y ⊆ I Galois
operators (prime or derivation operators), (·)0 : 2U → 2I and (·)0 : 2I → 2U , are
defined as follows:
X 0 = {i | uRi for all u ∈ X},
Y 0 = {u | uRi for all i ∈ Y }.
In fact, X 0 is the set of items that every user from X rated and Y 0 are those
users, who rated every item from Y .
One may check that two operators (·)0 form a Galois connection between
U
(2 , ⊆) and (2I , ⊆).
Moreover, one may prove that (·)00 is a closure operator, i.e. for X, Z ⊆ U
(or for X, Z ⊆ I).

1. X ⊆ Z ⇒ X 00 ⊆ Z 00 (monotony);
2. X ⊆ X 00 (extensity);
3. X 0 = X 000 (idempotency).
A monotone and idempotent operator op(·) on 2U is called a kernel operator
iff for X ⊆ U : op(X) ⊆ X (intensity). Operators with intensity property play
important role in Social Choice Theory since they help to select relevant alternatives from their input set [4]. We provide an example of kernel operator in
section 3.
Let us discuss the meaning of several important properties of the introduced
Galois operators in terms of Collaborative Filtering domain.
For X, X1 , X2 ⊆ U (similarly for Y, Y1 , Y2 ⊆ I):
4. X1 ⊆ X2 ⇒ X20 ⊆ X10 (antitony);
5. X 0 = X 000 .
The fourth property means that the more users we add to the initial set X1 ,
the less is the number of their co-rated items (this property have been exploited
in classic itemset mining algorithm, Apriori, in [2]). To understand the meaning
of the remaining properties we need to discuss the interpretation of the result
of (·)00 to X ⊆ U . The first prime returns the set X 0 of all co-rated items for
users from X, the second prime returns the set X 00 of all users who rated all
items from X 0 . In fact, this set X 00 may become larger than X or remain the
same (Property 2). If we have a group of users Z and its subgroup X, then after
looking at the items that X and Z rated, i.e. X 0 and Z 0 , we obtain by Property
4 that the set of items X 0 is larger or equal to Z 0 . By applying Property 4 one
more time, we obtain that X 00 is a subgroup of Z 00 or equal to it. Property 2 says
that by passing through items X 0 co-rated by X, we may obtain some more users
who rated all items X 0 as well, i.e. our overlooked neighbours at the beginning.
The third property says that it is not necessary to look at the co-rated items
of the group X 00 since everyone who rated all items from X 0 is in X 00 . That is
X 00 is a fixed point of operator (·)00 . These fixed points correspond to the called
formal concepts in FCA, i.e. pairs (X 00 , X 0 ) for X ⊆ U (for itemsets they are
defined similarly).
In collaborative filtering setting, for a particular target user u from U we are
mainly interested in {u}0 , the items rated by u, and {u}00 , all users from U , who
rated all items {u}0 . However, if we would require to show new items that those
users also rated, applying the prime operator one more time, we would obtain
{u}000 = {u}0 , i.e. nothing to potentially recommend. One of the remedies would
be to delete u from {u}00 and obtain ({u}00 \ {u})0 \ {u}0 , however we prefer to
examine a richer set of possible alternatives and study their properties.
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Connections for Collaborative Filtering

Let (U, I, R) be a formal context, then for a subset of users X ⊆ U and a subset
of items Y ⊆ I then neighbourhood-forming operators, (·) : 2U → 2I and
(·) : 2I → 2U , are defined as follows:

X  = {i | uRi for some u ∈ X},
Y  = {u | uRi for some i ∈ I}.
In fact, X  can be considered as a query “show me all that have been bought
by at least some user from X for X ⊆ U ; Y  is interpreted as all users that
bought at least one item from Y for Y ⊆ I.
S 0
S 0
Property 1. X  =
x and Y  =
y.
x∈X

y∈Y

Property 2. X, Z ⊆ U ⇒ X  ⊆ Z  (monotony of (·) ) (similarly for X, Z ⊆ I).
Now we have 22 combinations of operators (·)0 and (·) to form neighbours,
and 23 operator combinations to list potentially relevant items. Let us figure it
out theoretically which of the proposed combinations are relevant for collaborative filtering.
Theorem 1. For X, Z ⊆ U (similarly for X, Z ⊆ I) the following properties
fulfil:
– If X ⊆ Z then
1. X 0 ⊇ Z 0 (antitony);
2. X 0 ⊇ Z 0 (antitony);
3. X  ⊆ Z  (monotony);
– 4. X ⊆ X 0 (extensity);
5. X ⊇ X 0 (intensity);
6. X ⊆ X  (extensity);
– 7. X 0 = X 00 (idempotency);
8. X 0 = X 00 (idempotency);
9. (·) is not idempotent.
Corollary 1. Operator (·)0 is a kernel operator (antitone, extensive, and idempotent).
In what follows, we mainly concentrate on one target user u, its neighbours
founded by double combination of the derivation and neighbourhood forming
operators, and items potentially relevant for that user obtained by triple combinations of those operators.
Lemma 1. For u ∈ U : u0 = u (similarly for i ∈ I).
Theorem 2. For u ∈ U the following inclusions hold:
u00 = u0 ⊆ u000 = u00 = u0 = u0 = u00 ⊆ u0 = u .
Thus, every triple operator on the left hand side from u0 does not bring new
items in comparison to those that u is rated. So, potentially we are interested in
those from the right hand side, namely, u00 and u0 .
Since we should eliminate the target user u from the set of his neighbours
and his rated items from the set of potentially relevant items. Let us introduce
two final neighbourhood forming operators:

Nij (u) = uij \ u and Nijk (u) = uijk \ ui , where i, j, k ∈ {, 0}.
There is also an option to subtract u from its neighbourhood as soon as
possible in the chain of operators applied to u. So, there is one more variant for
forming potentially relevant items:
−u
Nijk
(u) = (uij \ u)k \ ui , where i, j, k ∈ {, 0}.
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Similarity measure inspired by Galois operators

Given two users u, ũ ∈ U , define for them a measure of similarity as ρ : U 2 → N,
ρ(u, ũ) = |{u, ũ}0 |. For each user, we will reorder all users in ascending order:
ρ(u, u1 ) ≤ ρ(u, u2 ) ≤ · · · ≤ ρ(u, un ). So, each user u generates its renumbering
4m
of the set U . Let us define
: U → 2U
Sm the neighbourhood-forming operator (.)
4m
as follows: {u}
= i=1 {ui }.
Property 3. ∀u ∈ U |{u}00 | ≤ m ≤ |{u} | ⇔ {u}00 ⊆ {u}4m ⊆ {u}
The neighbours of the target user will be considered as {u}4m \ {u} for a
given operator. This operator is useful because we exactly specify the number
of neighbours, thereby solving the problem of the lack of neighbours or presence
of too many of them. Then, we take the k nearest of these neighbours by the
other measure (e.g. cossim). Since we will look for new items for the prediction
in the set ({u}4m \ {u})0 \ {u}0 , we may need to solve the optimisation problem
in this case for m and k choice w.r.t. MAE or Precision and Recall.
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Algorithm

1. Find neighbours to the target user u using one of the following methods:
– {u}00 \ {u}
– {u}0 \ {u}
– {u}4m \ {u}.
2. Find the set of top k nearest neighbours to the target user u among the
neighbours found at the previous step using a measure of similarity sim.
Denote this set by Nk
3. Find new items for the user u using the method:
(Nk \ {u})0 \ {u}0
4. Make a prediction of the rating for each items found in the previous step.
Choose top n of them, if necessary.
Since steps 1 and 3 have been considered, let us discuss steps 2 and 4.

5.1

Similarity measure

Note that this step is not necessary, but useful. The number of neighbours found
at the first step can be large, which leads to fewer items for the recommendation.
For our experiments, we will use the cosine measure of similarities. This measure
is recognised as one of the best estimators of users’ similarity [19]. Let u, ũ ∈ U ,
ru,i and rũ,i be the ratings of item i ∈ I by users u and ũ, respectively, and the
vector r u = (ru,1 , ru,2 , . . . , ru,n ) be the vector of user ratings u. Then we define
the cosine measure of users’ similarity cossim : U 2 → [0, 1] as follows1 :
r u · r ũ
=q P
cossim(u, ũ) =
kr u k kr ũ k

P

i∈I

ru,i rũ,i
 P

2
i∈I (ru,i )

5.2

2
i∈I (rũ,i )

.

Rating prediction

The predicted rating r̂u,i for an item i ∈ I by a user u ∈ U is a weighted
combination of selected neighbours ratings, which is calculated as a weighted
deviation from the average ratings of the neighbours. The general prediction
formula is below:
P
ũ∈U (rũ,i − r̄ũ ) sim(u, ũ)
P
r̂u,i = r̄u +
.
ũ∈U | sim(u, ũ) |
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Experiments

6.1

Data

For test the model, we used data from the GroupLens2 web site [20]. The data
was collected through the MovieLens3 recommender service during the sevenmonth period from September 19th, 1997 through April 22nd, 1998. This data
has been cleaned up – users who had less than 20 ratings were removed from
this data set.
This data set consists of:
– 100 000 ratings (1-5) from 943 users on 1682 movies.
– Each user has rated at least 20 movies.
The data represents 100 000 lines of the form:
| user id | item id | rating | timestep |.
1

2
3

the formula should be adjusted by considering only commonly rated items in the
numerator in case of missing ratings by u or ũ
https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/
https://movielens.umn.edu

6.2

Training/test set split procedure

We will partially imitate online testing when only a part of information on
ratings for test users is known, as our operators are more focused on building
recommendations than on forecasting ratings. We will follow the bimodal crossvalidation procedure from [29]. To do this, we first find the sets Uhidden and
Ihidden , where:
– Uhidden is a randomly selected 20% of all users U ,
– Ihidden is a randomly selected 20% of all items I.
Then we hide all the information about the ratings at the intersection (Uhidden ,
Ihidden ) as shown below and call this matrix trainset

Uhidden

Ihidden
r1,1 r1,2 · · · r1,n
r1,n+1 · · · r1,l
r2,1 r2,2 · · · r2,n
r1,n+1 · · · r2,l
..
.. . .
..
..
.
..
. .
. ..
.
.
.
rm,1 rm,2 · · · rm,n
r1,n+1 · · · rm,l
rm+1,1 rm+1,2 · · · rm+1,n
∗ ··· ∗
..
..
..
.. . . ..
..
.
.
.
.
. . .
rk,1
rk,2 · · · rk,n
∗ ··· ∗

where ru,i is the rating item i by users u or ∗ if this user did not rate this item
yet.
Similarly, testset is a matrix containing all the hidden information.
Each experiment will be carried out 100 times to eliminate the dependence on
random partitioning.
6.3

Adjusted Precision and Recall

We used standard measures to compare studied models: Precision and Recall.
They can be defined as follows:
P recision =
Recall =

|{relevant} ∩ {retrieved} ∩ Ihidden |
,
|{retrieved} ∩ Ihidden |

|{relevant} ∩ {retrieved} ∩ Ihidden |
,
|{relevant} ∩ Ihidden |

where for user u ∈ Uhidden :
– {relevant} is the set of all items that the user u rated,
– {retrieved} is the set of all items that we recommended to the user u.
Note special cases:
– P recision = 1, if {retrieved} ∩ Ihidden = ∅,
– Recall = 1, if {relevant} ∩ Ihidden = ∅.

6.4

Testing models

We will test the models based on the algorithm described in Section 5. Since
these algorithms different only in the initial obtaining of the neighbours of the
target user, we denote them as 00, 0, and 4m.
Model 00 For this experiment, after applying all the operators, we took topk = 5
of the nearest neighbours by the cosine similarity measure. The result can be
observed in table 1:
Table 1. Precision and Recall for the model 00 over 100K MovieLens dataset
top n recommendation Precision Recall time, sec
1
1.8% 0.01% 6.28
2
0.8% 0.06% 6.28
3
0.7% 0.08% 6.28
..
..
..
..
.
.
.
.
all
7.2%
99%
6.28

Further studies of this model were not carried out since unacceptable tradeoff between such low values of Precision and Recall. The problem with this
model is that we have neighbours only for < 3% users, and according to our
Galois operator we have {∅}0 = I. Thus, we get the same predicted rating for
all available movies, equals the average rating of the target user. Therefore we
obtain low values of Precision and Recall.
Model 0 For this experiment, after applying all the operators, we took topk = 5
of the nearest neighbours by the cosine measure. The result can be observed in
table 2:
Table 2. Precision and Recall for the model 0 over 100K MovieLens dataset
top n recommendation Precision Recall time, sec
1
97.6% 0.5%
1.51
2
97.4% 0.6%
1.51
3
97.6% 0.7%
1.51
..
..
..
..
.
.
.
.
all
97.1% 0.9%
1.51

Further studies of this model were not carried out. In this model, we have a
very good Precision, but its Recall does not suit us. This is due to the fact that
in this case we have too many neighbours. The average number of neighbours

is more than half of the total number of users U . Therefore, the cosine measure
does not correctly give us topk nearest neighbours, e.g., 100% of similarity for
the only one commonly rated item. After applying our Galois operator, we get
that for ≈ 93% users we have nothing to recommend.
Model 4m For this experiment, topm = 50 of the nearest neighbours by measure based on the Galois connection was taken and then topk = 5 of the nearest
neighbours by the cosine measure were selected.The result can be observed in
table 3:
Table 3. Precision and Recall for the model 4m over 100K MovieLens dataset
top n recommendation Precision Recall time, sec
1
72.8% 4.9%
1.44
3
69.5% 10.4% 1.44
5
67.5% 13.3% 1.44
10
67.0% 16.3% 1.44
..
..
..
..
.
.
.
.
all
65.8% 17.7% 1.44

This model produced acceptable results, and thus we can work with it. We
have at least one recommendation for ≈ 87.3% users. It can be considered normal for our model. The maximum possible number of recommendations for the
user on average is 3-4 movies. So we do not have high recall for all of recommendations. Possibly, this problem should be solved in the transition to larger data
(like 10M ratings) or its portion with moderately large profiles of users. Also note
that Precision is not greatly reduced by recommending a large number of movies.
This is unusual for most recommendation systems. So we can immediately recommend to the user u all the movies that fall into the set (Nk \ {u})0 \ {u}0 and
do not predict the ratings for these movies.
Now we need to understand whether it is necessary to solve the optimisation
problem. To do this, we first look at how the values of Precision, Recall, and
F1 score change, fixing k, where F1 score is considered according as follows:
recision·Recall
F1 = 2 PPrecision+Recall
.
Then fixing m and see how the Precision and Recall change in depending on
k.
We can see from figures 1, 2, 3, and 4 that the Precision is directly proportional to m and k, and the Recall is inversely proportional to m and k. Therefore,
it is not necessary to solve an optimisation problem for any of the parameters.
Next, we experimented with the MovieLens dataset composed by 1M ratings and look at the results. For this experiment, topm = 100 of the nearest
neighbours by measure based on the Galois operators and then topk = 10 of
the nearest neighbours by the cosine measure were taken. We have found out
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Fig. 1. Precision and Recall by m for the model 4m

that the Precision is not greatly reduced by recommending a larger number of
movies. Therefore, we made an estimate of Prediction and Recall only for all
possible recommendations. The result can be observed in table 4:

Table 4. Precision and Recall for the model 4m over 1M MovieLens dataset
top n recommendation Precision Recall time, sec
all
61.4% 13.1% 25.7

From this experiment we can conclude that Precision varies slightly and
Recall has a small increase in the larger sample. However, we have at least one
recommendation for ≈ 97.3% users. That can be considered as an acceptable
result since in most cases even a few recommendations is enough.

6.5

Slope One

For comparison, we took a well-known model Slope One [34]. In a reputed survey [10] it was shown that this model is one of the best for offline predicting
the rating of items, while in our test we see how this model works for making
recommendations.The result can be observed in table 5.
This model works worse than ours. This is due to the fact that we do not
limit the set of items for prediction.
We can see in figure 5, that sorting by the top n predicted ratings does not
give strong effect on the precision of the recommendation by SlopeOne.
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Fig. 2. F1 score by m for the model 4m
Table 5. Precision and Recall for SlopeOne over 100K MovieLens dataset
top n recommendation Precision Recall time, sec
1
3.5%
0.2%
7.66
3
8.1%
1.2%
7.66
5
10.2% 2.5%
7.66
10
13.1% 6.8%
7.66
..
..
..
..
.
.
.
.
all
7.7% 100%
7.66
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Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, the first paper that uses Formal Concept Analysis
(FCA) and Galois Connections for Collaborative Filtering was [9]. Later on, a paper on concept-based biclustering for making recommendations over firms-terms
contextual advertising problem appeared [25] based on a prior study on the same
datset from Yahoo! (former Overture) with spectral clustering techniques [41];
its latest version with revisited experiments and study of biclustering properties
is presented in [26]. In parallel, maximal-inclusion biclusters (in fact, formal concepts) were used in similar collaborative filtering scenario [37] based on BiMax
algorithm from [36]. A reincarnated study in explicit FCA-terms was done in [6]
with large real commercial datasets like PayPal. FCA-based biclusters were also
used [21] for recommender system to facilitate educational orientation of Russian school graduates. In [27,23], the authors used concept-based biclustering for
making recommendations for crowdsourcing platform Witology to find similar
user’s ideas and the so-called users-antagonists for stronger team building.
As for interval-like ratings ranges, recommendations based on pattern structures [17] (an extension of FCA-approach for complex data) were firstly intro-
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Fig. 3. Precision and Recall by k for the model 4m

duced and compared with SlopeOne approach in [24]. Another attempt to build
interval-based biclusters on MovieLens data was done in [11].
Since after its success in the NetflixPrize competition, a widely accepted
method for Recommender Systems is matrix factorization [32], the question on
whether Boolean Matrix Factorisation (BMF) provides a competitive approach
here emerged. The first answer was received in two works [35,28], where BMFbased solution was compared with Singular Value Decomposition for Collaborative Filtering in terms of MAE and demonstrated equal quality. In the subsequent
paper [3], BMF was studied against SVD (compared in terms of MAE, Precision
and Recall) over matrices extended by user’s and item’s features representing the
so-called context-aware approach. The main advantages of BMF lie in its high interpretability and promising efficiency of bit-wise Boolean operations whereas its
main drawback resides in higher complexity due to combinatorial nature of the
optimal number of factors determination (the cover or dimension problem) [8,7].
A separate venue is recommendation for Folksonomies based on higher order
extenstions of FCA; let us cite only one recent paper with a detailed introduction
of the problem [30].
As an unexpected example, FCA-based collaborative filtering can be also
used as an ensemble technique to suggest a proper classifier within classification
framework [31].
An interested reader may also refer to a tutorial on FCA for Information
Retrieval (IR) [22] and related fields with examples of FCA-based recommender
systems as well as a survey on FCA for IR [12].
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Fig. 5. Precision and Recall for SlopeOne over 100K MovieLens dataset
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Conclusion

The obtained results seems to be a promising attempt to rethink neighbourhoodbased methods in terms of Galois connections and see their theoretical comprehensiveness and limits.
The problem of finding items that the user has not yet looked at, but should
see in the near future is relevant for many models. We have managed to treat this
problem with the help of Galois operators. Thus this paper being not only an
interesting theoretical exercise, again indirectly confirmed the hypothesis: users
who rate the same items tend to rate other items similarly.

As for possible venues of the forthcoming work one may take: 1) group recommendations by means of Galois operators; 2) explicit decomposition of 4m
operator into a combination of two operators from the set of users to the set
of items and vice versa; 3) extensive set of experiments with other large real
datasets and more recent nearest-neighbours based techniques [1]; 4) scalability
issues. A richer set of possible neighbourhood forming operators can be potentially found in [15].
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